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Abstract. We study the regularized, oscillatory, multiscale, quasilinear, el-
liptic problem in divergence form

− div(Qη(x,
x

ε
, u)∇u) = f, in Ω,(0.1)

u = g, on ∂Ω,(0.2)

assuming that the conductivity has the form

Qη(x, y, r) = a−(x) + (a+(x)− a−(x))βη(r − ψ(x, y)),(0.3)

for some domain Ω ⊂ Rn, n ≥ 1, a regularization βη of the Heaviside step

function and a locally periodic function ψ(x, y), Y -periodic in y. The equation
is studied qualitatively as well as quantitatively in terms of the limit processes

η → 0 (loss of regularity) and ε→ 0 (highly oscillatory problem data). Elemen-

tary theoretical results for the equation are accompanied by the construction
of numerical methods based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Fi-

nite Element Hetereogenous Multiscale Method (FE-HMM) of approximating
solutions to the considered equations for different parameter regimes.

The numerical experiments suggest that the devised solvers exhibit the

expected convergences for the test cases studied. The theoretical study shows
that as η → 0 solutions to the parameterized equation converges weakly in

H1(Ω) to some function solving an equation where an extra term emerges,

describing the interaction of the solutions with the level set function ψ, a
phenomenon not present in the case where ψ ≡ 0.

Furthermore, the empirical evidence points in the direction that depend-

ing on the structure of the obstacle ψε solutions uε,η converges to a func-
tion uε=0,η which does not solve an equation of the same structural form as

uε,η does.

1. Introduction and Background

1.1. A parameterized quasilinear PDE. Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded domain for
n ≥ 1. We shall in this article study the following parameterized non-linear elliptic
PDE in divergence form, with nonnegative parameters η, ε,

−div(Qη(x,
x

ε
, u)∇u) = f, in Ω,(1.1)

u = g, on ∂Ω,(1.2)

where we specifically assume that the conductivity Qη : Ω × Rn × R → R is given
by

Qη(x, y, r) = a−(x) + (a+(x)− a−(x))βη(r − ψ(x, y)),(1.3)
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for the function βη(s) := β(s/η + 1/2) where

β(s) =


0, s ≤ 0,

s2(3− 2s), 0 < s < 1,

1, 1 ≤ s,
(1.4)

which is a monotone increasing regularization of the Heaviside step-function such
that β′η has support equal to [−η/2, η/2] and βη(s) = 0 for s < −η/2 and = 1 for
s > η/2, and two functions a±(x) in L(Ω) which fulfill

0 < λ ≤ a±(x) ≤ Λ,(1.5)

for all x ∈ Ω for some positive scalars λ,Λ. Furthermore we also assume that for
all x ∈ Ω the function ψ(x, · ) is Y -periodic for some Y -cell in Rn,

Y = [0, `1]× · · · × [0, `n].(1.6)

The function ψ(x, y) : Ω × Rn → R is the level-set function which describes the
level-set of the function u where the conductivity switches from a− to a+, and η is
to be interpreted as the size of the mushy-region over which this change can occur.
The interesting case is when a−(x) 6= a+(x) since then, as η → 0 the problem
will have a discontinuous conductivity with jump depending on the value of u with
respect to ψ.

In the limit when η → 0+ the function βη will approximate the Heaviside step
function, H ≡ β0, and solutions u0,ε to the problem η = 0 and f = 0 will be called
broken harmonic functions.

1.2. Generalization, motivation and main results. In [14] the authors con-
sider the equation

div(A(x, u)∇u) = 0(1.7)

on a bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rn, for n ≥ 2, given suitable boundary values, where
the coefficient A : Rn × R→ R is given by

A(x, s) = a−(x) + (a+(x)− a−(x))H(s)(1.8)

for the Heaviside step function H and a± ∈ C(Rn), where solutions are called
broken harmonic functions. The same type of ellipticity assumption as in (1.5) is
imposed, together with an assumption that the functions a± share a modulus of
continuity ω. This type of PDE emerges in connection with modelling the jump in
heat conductivity at a zero-level set, i.e. where a phase transition takes place. In
[14] the authors are interested in the regularity theory for this equation, showing

that weak solutions belong to W 1,∞
loc (Ω) as well as proving the C1,α-regularity of

the free boundary ∂{u > 0} ∩ Ω.
We shall in this paper take a different approach and generalize the problem

considered above in a different direction. The problem (1.1) & (1.3) deals with a
generalization of the considered equation, namely we have introduced the locally
periodic function ψε = ψ(x, xε ) which gives the level set at which the jump in
conductivity occurs. Hence the generalization is taken in two directions,

• first, the introduction of a non-zero level set function ψ, and
• secondly, the introduction of the fast variable x/ε in ψ(x, x/ε).
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From an applications point of view, more discussion about problems where the
phenomenon of jump in conductivity occurs, can be found in [15, 21].

The main aim of this paper is computational and focuses on the construction
and empirical evaluation of two numerical approximation procedures, a non-linear
FEM and a FE-HMM, for this problem. Due to this computational approach we
consider the parameterized problem (1.1) & (1.3) with regular dependence in the
u-variable, due to the parameter η, and investigate the limit behaviour of solutions
to this equation as η → 0. The original motivation for this limit passage being the
study of the problem (1.1) & (1.3) where η = 0, i.e. the Heaviside step function is
used, just as in [14].

We show in Theorem 4.1 that the parameterized problem indeed has solutions
uε,η for the general case of ε, η > 0 with the introduced obstacle ψε. In Theorem 5.1
we show that the solutions uε,η converges weakly in H1(Ω) as η → 0 to some func-
tion uε,η=0 which surprisingly does not solve problem (1.1) & (1.3) where the formal
passage η = 0 has been made, but instead solves a similar equation where an extra
term emerges which describes the interaction of the solution and the obstacle. We
thereafter setup a non-linear Finite Element Method for the solution of the param-
eterized problem and study its convergence properties on a set of problems with
analytical solutions. Thereafter a FE-HMM method for capturing the averaging
behaviour of the solutions uε,η, as ε, η → 0, is described and implemented using a
naive, but easily formulated, fixed point iteration. Empirical results are shown for
some special cases and related to the general convergence theory for such FE-HMM
solutions.

1.3. Highly oscillating conductivities - Homogenization. In the limit ε →
0+, we get faster oscillations in the locally periodic function ψε describing the
obstacle. The corresponding solutions uε,η will exhibit an oscillatory behaviour
with size related to ε, on top of a global behaviour. Will the solutions uε,η converge
to some function u0,η as ε → 0+? In such case, can we characterize u0,η in terms
of solving a problem of the same kind as the problem for uε,η?

This question falls under the framework of homogenization. One part of the
linear theory of homogenization deals with equations of the form, for f ∈ H−1(Ω),

−div(A(
x

ε
)∇uε) = f, in Ω,(1.9)

uε = 0, on ∂Ω,(1.10)

where A = A(y) is a Y -periodic matrix, with some type of ellipticity condition.
Solutions uε to such problems converge weakly to some u0 ∈ H1

0 (Ω) together with
the weak convergence of Aε∇uε to A0∇u0 in (L2(Ω))n as ε→ 0 for some constant
matrix A0. Furthermore u0 can be characterized as the unique solution to the
homogenized problem

−div(A0∇u0) = f, in Ω,(1.11)

u0 = 0, on ∂Ω,(1.12)

where the matrix A0 is the constant positive definite matrix defined by

A0λ = MY (A(y)∇ŵλ), for all λ ∈ Rn(1.13)
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where ŵλ is defined by

−div(A(y)∇ŵλ) = 0, in Y,(1.14)

ŵλ − λT y is Y -periodic,(1.15)

MY (ŵλ − λT y) = 0.(1.16)

and using the mean value operator

MY (f) ≡ 1

|Y |

∫
Y

f(x) dx.(1.17)

See [5, Theorem 6.1] for a proof. We note that the limit solution u0 is characterized
by the fact that it solves an equation of the same form as the solutions uε do.
However, even though A0 has a representation, one will in a computational setting
have to consider the usefulness of this specific representation for A0, and ultimately
that of u0. Are there other ways of finding the average behaviour of uε as ε→ 0?

The linear problem presented above, as well as the problem treated in this paper,
shows the feature of scale separation, meaning that the problem has two different
scales, one is the global scale with characteristic length diam(Ω), corresponding to
the variable x, and the other one has scale ε, corresponding to the variable x/ε. Us-
ing a standard method one needs to resolve the entire computational domain Ω with
a discretization of characteristic length ≤ ε in order to capture the microscopic scale
of the problem, therefore leading to expensive computational methods if one is only
interested in the large scale behaviour of the solutions. This type of multi-scale
problems arise frequently in physical modelling, cf. [19, 6, 4, 9] for problems re-
lating to material sciences. The formal multiple-scale method, see [5, Chapter 7],
useful in analyzing solutions to oscillatory problems with scale separation uses the
expansion

uε(x) =

∞∑
i=0

εiui(x,
x

ε
) = u0(x,

x

ε
) + εu1(x,

x

ε
) + ε2u2(x,

x

ε
) + . . .(1.18)

where ui : Ω×Rn → R and ui(x, y) is Y -periodic. One then shows, for the problem
in (1.9), that the function u0 is independent of the fast scale parameter y, i.e.

u0(x,
x

ε
) = u0(x)(1.19)

with the interpretation that u0 captures the averaging behaviour of the given so-
lutions uε. The average behaviour u0 being interesting when the solutions uε are
observed on the macroscopic scale diam(Ω). This motivates us to compute the
entity u0 without having to find the full expansion, cf. (1.18), of uε. A theoret-
ical underpinning, and useful convergence concept, relating to the multiple-scale
expansion in (1.18) is the concept of two-scale convergence, cf. [3, 18, 17].

In [8] the authors proposed the heterogeneous Multiscale Method (HMM) as a
framework for solving for u0 in multi-scale problems of the sort just introduced (see
also [2]). One supposes the existence of a macroscopic model for u0 which describes
the averaging behaviour and the data in this model being couple to a microscopic
model (on scale ε) of the system under study. That is, the HMM method uses
local small-scale simulations with the given microscopic model in order to compute
data that is upscaled and used in the computation of a solution to the macroscopic
model. The macroscopic model gives the average behaviour of the model, in some
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sense capturing u0, the weak limit of the solutions uε’s to the highly oscillatory
ε-problems without the need to form the homogenized conductivity A0 explicitly.

In [12] a quasilinear equation of the form

−div(a(
x

ε
, u,Du)) = f(1.20)

with u ∈W 1,p
0 (Ω) is studied where a = a(x, r, p) is periodic in x and verifies suitable

growth conditions and is assumed continuous in the r and p variables. The authors
prove that the solution to such problems converge in the weak topology of W 1,p

0 (Ω)
to some function u0 which is the solution of a problem of the form

− div b(u,Du) = f,(1.21)

with u ∈ W 1,p
0 (Ω) and a(x/ε, u,Du) converges to b(u0, Du0) in the weak topology

of Lp
′
(Ω), where p′ = p/(p − 1). Furthermore, and importantly, b is represented

by the formula

b(u, ξ) =

∫
Y

a(y, u,Dv(y)) dy(1.22)

where v = v(y) is the solution to the problem∫
Y

a(y, u,Dv(y)) ·Dφ(y) dy = 0(1.23)

for all periodic φ ∈W 1,p(Y ) imposing that

v(y) = ξ · y + τ, for some τ ∈ H1,n
per (Y ).(1.24)

The problem (1.1) handled in this article similarly involves an elliptic quasilinear
PDE, however, compared to the equation in (1.21), the parameter dependence will
make the equation discontinuous in the r-variable as η → 0. That is, we are first
and foremost interested in the case ε→ 0 and η → 0, ultimately trying to describe
the case, formally speaking, uε=0,η=0.

1.4. Numerical point of view. From a numerical point of view, in order to com-
pute an approximation Uh,ε,η, with discretization parameter h, of the true solution
uε,η, we need to adress the following difficulties in setting up a numerical method

• the non-linear structure of the problem,
• the irregular structure of the problem as η → 0,
• the increase in computational cost of finding a good approximation Uh,ε,η

of uε,η when ε is small.

The first remark is adressed in the two solvers we will implement. The first is
a standard non-linear FEM which resolves the entire domain in elements smaller
than the microscopic scale ε. Such a solution will be denoted by Uh,ε,η. To meet
the second remark, the FEM-solver will be dependent on the parameter η and a
method for capturing uε,η=0 will be to couple η with the discretization parameter h
via η = Ch for some C ≈ 10, and pass in the limit h→ 0 of the solutions Uh,ε,η=10h.

The final remark relates to that we would like to find the large scale behaviour of
the solutions uε,η for small ε without having to resolve the entire domain Ω in terms
of finite elements of size proportional to Bε(0) (the ball of radius ε in Rn). The num-
ber of elements needed would be proportional to the number µ(Ω)/µ(Bε(0)) which
will be proportional to ε−n, hence, implementing a standard numerical solver based
on a Finite Element Method (FEM) will give a number of unknowns proportional to
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ε−n, which will tend to be infeasibly expensive to handle for small ε and dimensions
n ≥ 2. As discussed in Section 1.3 we offer a partial solution to the final remark
by implementing a Finite Element heterogeneous Multiscale Method (FE-HMM)
for the non-linear equation. Once again, in order to meet the second remark in the
list above, we will couple the regularization η for (the upcoming) micro-problems
to the micro discretization parameter, and then passing in the limit h→ 0.

2. Notation and assumptions

For the convenience of the reader we present a list of notations and assumptions
which are used in the rest of the article. Note that the list may not contain full
specifications for the specific entities, instead the list gives an overview of the in-
tended meaning of the symbols. Furthermore, we freely use the Einstein summation
convention throughout the paper.

Ω: a bounded and sufficiently regular domain in Rn.
a(x) . b(x): means that there is a universal constant C such that the inequality a(x) ≤ Cb(x)

holds for all designated x.
µ(A), |A|: n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the measurable set A ⊂ Rn.

χE: indicator function of the measurable set E.
δik: the Kronecker delta function, = 0 if i 6= k and = 1 if i = k.

u+, u−: for a measurable function u : Ω → R we define u+(x) := u(x) if u(x) > 0 and
0 otherwise. We define u−(x) := −u(x) if u(x) < 0 and 0 otherwise. It follows
that u± ≥ 0 and that u = u+ − u−.

C∞0 (Ω): the set of all infinitely differentiable functions η : Ω→ R with spt η b Ω.
W k,p(Ω): the Sobolev space of all functions f ∈ L2(Ω) which have weak derivatives up to

order k which all lie in Lp(Ω). The space W 1,2(Ω) is equipped with the inner
product 〈f, g〉 =

∫
Ω
fg +∇f · ∇g dx.

H1
0 (Ω): the closure of the set C∞0 (Ω) under the norm-topology on W 1,2(Ω).

H−1(Ω): the continuous dual of H1
0 (Ω).

λ,Λ: positive real numbers used to quantify the ellipticity of the introduced differential
operator.

a±: two functions in C(Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω) which fulfill for all x ∈ Ω.
ψ,ψε: a function ψ : Ω×Rn → R representing the obstacle of our problem where ψ(x, y)

is Y -periodic in the variable y. It gives the level set where the conductivity
switches from a− to a+. We set ψε(x) = ψ(x, xε ).

g: a function in g : ∂Ω → R which will represent the boundary values of our
problem. Since we are dealing with weak solutions we will assume more structure
of g, namely g ∈W 1,2(Ω) so that u = g on ∂Ω means equality in trace sense.

f : generic term in an equation of the form −div(Q(x, u,∇u) = f .
u, uε,η: a measurable real function defined on Ω ⊂ Rn that will represent the solution of

our problem. The subscripts are used to highlight that the solution depends on
the indicated list of parameters.

Uh,ε,η: an element in a (affine) finite element space that is setup using the mesh function
h.

UHMM,H,h,δ,ε,η: a function in a finite element space coming from a FE-HMM, finite element
heterogeneous multi-scale method.

H,β0: the Heaviside step function H : R → R defined by H(x) = 0 if x < 0 and = 1
otherwise. Or in the context as a subscript, UH denotes a function coming from
a FEM method with discretization parameter (mesh function) H.
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η: η is the positive parameter for the regularization of the Heaviside function.
ε: is the positive variable with which the problem is homogenized.
h: parameter associated with a FEM method, the mesh function of a triangulation

of a domain Ω.
δ: parameter associated with the FE-HMM method, gives size of cell the micro

problems is solved in.
βη, Bη: a sufficiently smooth approximation of the Heaviside function with 0 ≤ βη ≤ 1,

βη(x) = 0 for x ≤ −η/2 and βη(x) = 1 for x ≥ η/2, see (3.3) for explicit formula.
Furthermore, Bη(x) =

∫ x
−∞ βη(y) dy.

Y : a cell in Rn defined by Y = [0, `1]× · · · × [0, `n].

3. Problem statement

Initially we consider the following Dirichlet problem: given a domain Ω ⊂ Rn,
boundary value g, locally periodic ψ : Ω × Rn → R, i.e. ψ(x, ·) : Rn → R is Y -
periodic, with Y = [0, `1]×· · ·×[0, `n] (perhaps with further regularity restrictions),
where we define

ψε(x) = ψ(x,
x

ε
).(3.1)

we are searching for a function u fulfilling the elliptic quasilinear PDE in divergence
form

−div
(
(a− + (a+ − a−)βη(u− ψε))∇u

)
= f, in Ω(3.2)

such that the Dirichlet boundary condition u = g is fulfilled on ∂Ω. We refer to this
as problem (Pε,η). In the special case of η = 0 we make the formal interpretation
that β0 = H, where H is the Heaviside step function. To be explicit, we assume
that βη(s) := β(s/η + 1/2) where

β(s) =


0, s ≤ 0,

s2(3− 2s), 0 < s < 1,

1, 1 ≤ s.
(3.3)

We define u ∈W 1,2(Ω) to be a weak solution to problem (Pε,η) if and only if for
all φ ∈ H1

0 (Ω) it holds that∫
Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)βη(u− ψε)

)
∇u · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx(3.4)

as well as

u− g ∈ H1
0 (Ω).(3.5)

This definition makes use of the standard notion of a weak solution to a second
order PDE in divergence form and also incorporates the boundary value u = g on
∂Ω in the statement that u − g ∈ H1

0 (Ω), i.e. u − g shall vanish in trace sense on
∂Ω.

Remark 3.1. Suppose that for η = 0, f ≡ 0, a− = 1, a+ = 4, and that u coincides
with ψ on a open set C ⊂ Ω such that ∇u = ∇ψ on this set. Then if we define β0

as the Heaviside step function, and β0(0) is a constant, say 1/2, then the property
of being a weak solution implies∫

Ω

∇ψ · ∇φdx = 0(3.6)
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for all φ ∈ H1
0 (C), which is a contradiction if ∇ψ is non-vanishing on C. We shall

see that such a situation can occur, see Section 7.3, which means that the considered
problem for η = 0 and β0(0) to be interpreted as a constant yields a problem for
certain ψ.

Let Qη : Ω× Rn × R→ R be defined by

(x, y, z) 7→ Qη(x, y, z) := a−(x) + (a+(x)− a−(x))βη(z − ψ(x, y)).(3.7)

We see that Qη(x, y, z) = a−(x) if z ≤ ψ(x, y) − η/2 and equals a+(x) if z >
ψ(x, y)+η/2, and for z ∈ [ψ(x, y)−η/2, ψ(x, y)+η/2] the conductivity interpolates
between the values a−(x) and a+(x) in a smooth fashion. An interpretation of
the studied equation is that ψ acts as a separator for two different values of the
conductivity. Using the function Qη, the problem (Pε,η) is therefore to find u such
that u− g ∈ H1

0 (Ω) and∫
Ω

Qη(x,
x

ε
, u(x))∇u(x) · ∇φ(x) dx =

∫
Ω

f(x)φ(x) dx, for all φ ∈ H1
0 (Ω).(3.8)

Due to the assumptions on the functions a± we see that this is a uniformly
and strictly elliptic quasilinear PDE in divergence form where, using the ellipticity
constants λ,Λ, for all x, y, r and η,

λ ≤ Qη(x, y, r) ≤ Λ.(3.9)

The constants λ,Λ only depend on the max and min-values of a±.
Furthermore the function Qη is measurable in the x and y variables and con-

tinuous in the r-variable. The continuity in the r-variable is important when it
comes to show existence of a weak solution to the (Pε,η) problem. We notice that
the continuity in r deteriorates as η → 0 since βη converges to the discontinuous
Heaviside step function in this case.

The questions adressed in this paper, of theoretical, computational, and empirical
character, are the following

• Are there weak solutions uε,η to the (Pε,η)-problem for ε, η > 0?
• What are the limiting properties of uε,η as the regularization parameter
η → 0? Does such a candidate limit function uε,η=0 solve the problem
(Pε,η=0) where β0 is the Heaviside step function?
• How do we numerically approximate uε,η as ε, η → 0?
• How do we numerically approximate the global behaviour of uε,η for ε→ 0

without having to resolve the computational domain Ω on the micro-scale
order ε?
• What is the empirical behaviour of solutions uε,η as ε, η → 0 for different

obstacles ψε?

4. Existence for the case ε, η > 0

In this Section we show that the considered problem has a solution for the case
ε > 0 and η > 0. We use the notation p′ = p/(p − 1) for the Lp-conjugate
exponent and p∗ = np/(n − p) for the Sobolev conjugate exponent. With the
standard assumptions on a± and βη we have the following result.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rn is bounded, connected and Lipschitz, f ∈
Lp
∗′

(Ω), g ∈ W 1,2(Ω), and ψε(·) = ψ(·, ·/ε) is measurable, then for any ε, η > 0
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there is a weak solution u = uε,η to the problem (Pε,η), i.e. there is a function

uε,η ∈W 1,2(Ω) such that uε,η − g ∈W 1,2
0 (Ω) and∫

Ω

(
(a− + (a+ − a−)βη(uε,η − ψε)

)
∇uε,η · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx,(4.1)

for all φ ∈W 1,2
0 (Ω).

Proof. We refer to [20, Theorem 2.36] and verify the conditions of the theorem.
Considering a quasilinear equation in divergence form of the type

−div(a(x, u,∇u)) + c(x, u,∇u) = f.(4.2)

we have that, x ∈ Ω, r ∈ R and s ∈ Rn,

a(x, r, s) = Qη(x,
x

ε
, r)s and c(x, r, s) ≡ 0,(4.3)

where Qη is measurable in x, continuous in r (precisely due to the regulariza-
tion η > 0) and continuous in s. Furthermore |a(x, r, s)| ≤ Λ|s| where Λ =
maxx∈Ω{a−(x), a+(x)} < ∞ which gives us a growth estimate with proportion-
ality of the form |s| = |s|p−1, accurately suggesting that the space W 1,p(Ω) for
p = 2 will contain solutions to the considered equation.

We verify the condition for monotonicity in the main part, stating that for almost
every x ∈ Ω, all r ∈ R, and all s, s̃ ∈ Rn it holds

(a(x, r, s)− a(x, r, s̃)) · (s− s̃) ≥ 0(4.4)

which in our case reads

Qη(x,
x

ε
, r)|s− s̃|2 ≥ 0(4.5)

and being true due to the assumption that minx∈Ω{a−(x), a+(x)} = λ > 0.
Finally, we need a coercivity condition, which we indeed have by considering

a(x, r, s) · s = Qη(x,
x

ε
, r)s2 ≥ λ|s|2,(4.6)

and follows due to the ellipticity assumption of the considered equation. �

Remark 4.2. Note that the existence above is not dependent on any integrability
or regularity assumptions on the obstacle ψε, apart from that of measurability.

5. Existence of a limit function in the case η → 0+, ε > 0.

In this Section we show the existence of a limit function to the considered problem
as the regularization parameter tends to 0. This induces a limiting problem with a
discontinuous conductivity. We are also able to characterize the limiting solution as
fulfilling a certain variational equality, however with the drawback that the emerging
term α in the limiting equation is only characterized in terms of a limit of solutions
to the (Pε,η)-problems. During the upcoming discussion the dependence on the
parameter ε will be suppressed since we are here only focusing on the behaviour
when the problem looses regularity coupled to the parameter η.

Also note that we use the notation

Bη(t) =

∫ t

−∞
βη(s) ds(5.1)

for a primitive function of βη. We follow the proof technique of existence presented
in [14].
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Theorem 5.1. Suppose that g, ψε = ψ(·, ·/ε) ∈W 1,2(Ω) and f ∈ H−1(Ω) and that
Ω is a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn. Then the solutions uε,η ∈ H1

g (Ω) to the

problem (Pε,η) fulfilling, for all φ ∈ H1
0 (Ω),∫

Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)βη(uε,η − ψε)

)
∇uε,η · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx,(5.2)

converges weakly in H1
g (Ω) along some sequence ηk → 0 to some function uε,0 ∈ H1

g (Ω)

fulfilling, for all φ ∈ H1
0 (Ω),∫

Ω

(
a−+(a+ − a−)χ{x:uε,0>ψε}

)
∇(uε,0 − ψε) · ∇φdx(5.3)

+

∫
Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)αε

)
∇ψε · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx,

where αε is the weak-∗ limit in L∞(Ω) of the sequence of functions βηk(uε,ηk −ψε),
i.e.

βηk(uε,ηk − ψε) ⇀∗ αε ∈ L∞(Ω) as k →∞.(5.4)

Remark 5.2. We observe that the equation for the limiting solution can be written
as∫

Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)χ{x:uε,0>ψε}

)
∇uε,0 · ∇φdx

+

∫
Ω

(a+ − a−)(αε − χ{x:uε,0>ψε})(∇xψ +
1

ε
∇yψ)(x,

x

ε
) · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx,

for all φ ∈ H1
0 (Ω). We can give a heuristic interpretation of this equation: suppose

that for all x ∈ A ⊂ Ω are such that the solutions are sufficiently far away from
the obstacle for all η, i.e. uε,η(x) > ψε(x) + η/2 for all η and that uε,0(x) > ψε(x)
holds, then βη(uε,η(x) − ψη(x)) = 1 for all η so that αε(x) = 1. Localizing the
equation to the set A, the equation for uε,0 is precisely equation (1.1) for η = 0
where we formally take β0 to be the Heaviside function. A similar argument holds
if we localize to the set where the solutions uε,η are sufficiently separated from ψε
for all η from above.

In the set Λ where uε,η is trapped in the mushy region around the obstacle ψε for
all η, and converges pointwise to ψε, then χ{x:uε,0>ψε}|Λ ≡ 0 and αε|Λ ∈ (0, 1). That
the set Λ can have full Lebesgue-measure is shown theoretically, and empirically, in
Section 7.3.

Proof. We break the proof in to a sequence of claims and the corresponding mo-
tivations. We also suppress some of the indices for the functions u = uε,η in the
upcoming arguments for readability. Suppose that u is a weak solution to the
problem (Pε,η) for some parameters ε, η > 0,

Claim. The H1
0 (Ω)-norm of the functions uε,η − g are uniformly bounded with

respect to η and ε.

By using u− g ∈ H1
0 (Ω) as a test function∫

Ω

Qη(x,
x

ε
, u)∇u · ∇(u− g) dx =

∫
Ω

f(u− g) dx.(5.5)
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Using this equality together with the uniform ellipticity, the Hölder and the Poincaré
inequalities we get

||∇(u− g)||2L2(Ω) =

∫
Ω

|∇(u− g)|2 dx

(5.6)

≤ 1

λ

∫
Ω

Qη(x,
x

ε
, u)∇(u− g) · ∇(u− g) dx(5.7)

=

∫
Ω

f(u− g) dx− 1

λ

∫
Ω

Qη(x,
x

ε
, u)∇g · ∇(u− g) dx(5.8)

≤ ||f ||H−1(Ω)||u− g||H1
0 (Ω) +

Λ

λ
||∇g||L2(Ω)||∇(u− g)||L2(Ω)(5.9)

≤ C||f ||H−1(Ω)||∇(u− g)||L2(Ω) +
Λ

λ
||∇g||L2(Ω)||∇(u− g)||L2(Ω)(5.10)

for some universal constant C. This gives the desired bound upon division by
||∇(u − g)||L2(Ω), a bound independent of η and ε, and using the equivalence of

norms in H1
0 (Ω).

Claim. ||uε,η||W 1,2(Ω) is uniformly bounded with respect to η and ε.

Writing

||u||W 1,2(Ω) ≤ ||u− g||H1
0 (Ω) + ||g||W 1,2(Ω) ≤ C||f ||H−1(Ω) +

Λ

λ
||∇g||L2(Ω) + ||g||H1(Ω),

(5.11)

which proves the claim.

Claim. We have that

||Bη(uε,η − ψε)||W 1,2(Ω) ≤C(f, g, λ,Λ,Ω) + ||ψε||L2(Ω)(5.12)

+ ||∇xψε||L2(Ω) +
1

ε
||∇yψε||L2(Ω) +

η

2
µ(Ω)1/2,

where C(f, g, λ,Λ,Ω) is a constant independent of ε and η.

We have that 0 ≤ Bη(s) ≤ (s + η/2)+ for all s ∈ R and all η > 0, hence
B2
η(s) ≤ (s+ η/2)2. Considering the function x 7→ Bη(u(x)− ψ(x, xε )) we see that∫

Ω

B2
η(u− ψε) dx ≤

∫
Ω

(u− ψε +
η

2
)2 dx.(5.13)

Furthermore we have for the gradient of the considered function

∂iBη(u− ψ) = βη(u− ψ)(∂iu− ∂xiψ −
1

ε
∂yiψ)(5.14)

which gives, using |βη| ≤ 1,

∫
Ω

|∇Bη(u− ψε)|2 dx ≤
∫

Ω

|∇u−∇xψε −
1

ε
∇yψε|2 dx = ||∇u−∇xψε −

1

ε
∇yψε||2L2(Ω),

(5.15)
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giving us an η-independent bound. Note that this bound deteriorates as ε→ 0. We
conclude, using the derived inequalities,

||Bη(u− ψε)||W 1,2(Ω) = ||Bη(u− ψε)||L2(Ω) + ||∇Bη(u− ψε)||L2(Ω)(5.16)

≤ ||u− ψε||L2(Ω) +
η

2
µ(Ω)1/2 + ||∇(u− ψε)||L2(Ω)

= ||u− ψε||W 1,2(Ω) +
η

2
µ(Ω)1/2

≤ ||u||W 1,2(Ω) + ||ψε||W 1,2(Ω) +
η

2
µ(Ω)1/2

which proves the claim upon using the previously derived claims.

Claim. Letting η = ηk be a montonically decreasing sequence tending to 0, we can
extract a subsequence (still denoted by ηk) such that uηk − g converges weakly in
H1

0 (Ω) as k →∞.

Let η take values in monotonically decreasing sequence {ηk}∞k=1 tending to 0.
Using that ||uε,η − g||W 1,2(Ω) is uniformly bounded with respect to η, and by weak

compactness in H1
0 (Ω) there is a subsequence, again denoted by {ηk}∞k=1 and a

function v ∈ H1
0 (Ω) such that uηk − g converges weakly to v in H1

0 (Ω). Using the
compact embedding of H1

0 (Ω) in L2(Ω) we conclude that

uηk − g → v(5.17)

strongly in L2(Ω) as well as the weak convergence of gradients

Diuηk −Dig ⇀ Div(5.18)

in L2(Ω) for all i = 1, . . . , n. We define u0 = uε,0 = g + v.

Claim. By passing to yet another subsequence we can ensure that the functions
x 7→ Bηk(uε,ηk − ψ) converges weakly to (u0 − ψ)+ in W 1,2(Ω) as k →∞.

The estimate for the functions Bη(uε,η−ψ) in (5.12) guarantees that as η → 0 we
can pass to a subsequence so that Bη(uε,η−ψ) converges weakly in W 1,2(Ω) to some
w. By assuming that Ω is sufficiently regular we have that W 1,2(Ω) is compactly
embedded in L2(Ω) [13, Theorem 7.26]. Hence we have strong convergence of the
functions in L2(Ω) and weak convergence of the corresponding derivatives,

Bη(uη − ψ)→ w, in L2(Ω),(5.19)

βη(uη − ψ)(∇uη −∇ψ) ⇀ ∇w, in L2(Ω),(5.20)

as η → 0+.
The uniform convergence of Bη(s) to s+ on R implies, since uη − ψ converges

strongly to u0 − ψ in L2(Ω), that Bη(uη − ψ) converges strongly to (u0 − ψ)+ in
L2(Ω). From this we conclude

w = (u0 − ψ)+(5.21)

and

βη(uη − ψ)(∇uη −∇ψ) ⇀ ∇(u0 − ψ)+, in L2(Ω).(5.22)

Claim. By passing to a subsequence, the functions x 7→ βηk(uε,ηk − ψ) converges
weak-∗ to some αε in the space L∞(Ω) as ηk → 0.
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The functions x 7→ βη(uη − ψ) are uniformly bounded in L∞(Ω) with respect
to η which implies by the Banach–Alaoglu theorem that there is some α ∈ L∞(Ω)
such that βηk(uηk − ψ) converges weak-∗ to some α in L∞(Ω) by extracting a
subsequence. This explicitly means for all φ ∈ L1(Ω) that∫

Ω

βηk(uηk − ψ)φdx→
∫

Ω

αφdx,(5.23)

as k →∞.
To summarize and prove the statement of the theorem, for any η > 0 we have

the existence of u ∈ H1(Ω) such that u − g ∈ H1
0 (Ω) and for any φ ∈ H1

0 (Ω) it
holds that ∫

Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)βη(u− ψ)

)
∇u · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx.(5.24)

This is equivalent to∫
Ω

(
a−+(a+ − a−)βη(u− ψ)

)
∇(u− ψ) · ∇φdx(5.25)

+

∫
Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)βη(u− ψ)

)
∇ψ · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx

and by passing in the limit ηk → 0 we obtain using the sequence of claims above
the desired result,∫

Ω

(
a−+(a+ − a−)χ{x:u>ψ}

)
∇(u− ψ) · ∇φdx(5.26)

+

∫
Ω

(
a− + (a+ − a−)α

)
∇ψ · ∇φdx =

∫
Ω

fφ dx.

�

6. Two numerical algorithms

We shall in this section first describe a numerical algorithm aiming to solve the
problem of finding a FEM-solution to the Pε,η-problem. Then we will describe an
FE-HMM method for finding a FEM-solution UHMM which is an approximation of
the homogenized solution uε=0,η=0.

6.1. A Finite Element Method (FEM) for the Quasilinear equation. For
fixed parameters ε, η > 0 we consider the uniformly and strictly elliptic quasilinear
problem

−div
(
Q(x, u)∇u(x)

)
= f(x), for x ∈ Ω(6.1)

u(x) = g(x), for x ∈ ∂Ω(6.2)

where we specifically have in mind to use the upcoming method for the conductivity

Qη(x, u) = a−(x) + (a+(x)− a−(x))βη(u(x)− ψ(x,
x

ε
)).(6.3)

Recall that u ∈ H1
g (Ω) = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v − g ∈ H1

0 (Ω)} is said to be a solution if

for all test functions v ∈ H1
0 (Ω) it holds that∫

Ω

Qεη(x, u)∇u(x)∇v(x) dx =

∫
Ω

f(x)v(x) dx.(6.4)
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The numerical method presented is based on a standard FEM implementation
for a linear equation (see [11]), adapted to the non-linear equation, and the resulting
system being solved using Newton-Raphsons method. A different approach would
be to linearize the equation first and subsequently formulate an iteration, the so
called Newton-Galerkin method, cf. [16].

6.1.1. Triangulation, FEM-subspace, and Nodal Basis functions. For a finite el-
ement method we suppose that Ω is a triangularizable domain in Rn and let
Th = {Kh} be a triangulation of Ω with Nh denoting the set of nodes of the
triangulation, and Sh the set of edges of the triangles in Th. We also introduce
the notation N∂Ω for the set of nodes lying on the boundary of Ω and NΩ for the
set of internal nodes lying in the interior of Ω.

We let hK denote the diameter of the triangle K ∈ Th and h stands for the
mesh-function h : Ω → R defined by h(x) = hK if x ∈ K. In cases h is used as a
parameter, we may identify the parameter h with the number maxK∈Th hK .

We define Vh to be the finite-dimensional FEM-subspace of W 1,2(Ω) consisting
of continuous piecewise linear functions with respect to Th which also vanish on
∂Ω, i.e. those continuous functions v : Ω→ R such that v|K is a linear polynomial
and v(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂Ω.

Given an enumeration of the nodes of the triangulation, say Nh = {Ni}Mi=1, we
introduce the set of nodal basis functions (tent-functions) {ϕi}Mi=1 ⊂ Vh according
to

ϕi(Nj) = δij ,(6.5)

where δij is the Kronecker-delta function, and that these functions are extended to
be piecewise linear with respect to the triangulation Th.

6.1.2. Choice of ansatz. The true solution, if it is defined as a weak solution to
the problem above, lies in the space W 1,2

g (Ω). The idea is to approximate the true
solution u with the FEM-solution Uh lying in a finite-dimensional affine space of
W 1,2(Ω). We want to find Uh of the form

Uh =
∑

Nj∈N∂Ω

g(Nj)ϕj +
∑

Nj∈NΩ

ξjϕj ,(6.6)

where ξj ∈ R are the unknowns. For smooth enough boundary data g and ∂Ω this
ensures that Uh has the appropriate boundary values, being exact at for the nodes
in N∂Ω, and on the rest on ∂Ω, the values of Uh will be the linear interpolation
between the values at the nodes in N∂Ω.

6.1.3. Choice of relations. We make the choice that Uh shall fulfill∫
Ω

Q(x, Uh)∇Uh · ∇v dx =

∫
Ω

fv dx for all v ∈ Vh.(6.7)

Since any v ∈ Vh can be written as a linear combination of the nodal basis functions
ϕj correspoding to the interior nodes Nj ∈ NΩ, the equation above holds iff∫

Ω

Q(x, Uh)∇Uh · ∇ϕj dx =

∫
Ω

fϕj dx(6.8)

for all j’s correpsonding to internal nodes.
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Remark 6.1. Note that the function Uh does not lie in the FEM-subspace Vh since
the method above is adapted to incorporate the boundary values g in the ansatz
for Uh.

6.1.4. Quadrature. To discretize the problem we use quadrature formulas for the
integrals, according to the principle∫

K

f(x) dx ≈ |K|
∑
x`∈K

w`f(x`).(6.9)

where K ⊂ RN is a triangle in Th, x` are quadrature points in K, and w` are the
corresponding quadrature weights.

Remark 6.2. The notation x` ∈ K denotes that a choice of finitely many quadra-
ture points x` in each element K is made.

In estimating the integrals using numerical quadrature in one spatial dimension
we will in the implementation of this numerical scheme specifically use the 4th order
Gauss quadrature rule∫

[xi,xi+1]

f(x) dx ≈ hi(
1

2
f(xi+ 1

2
−
√

3

6
hi) +

1

2
f(xi+ 1

2
+

√
3

6
hi))(6.10)

where xi+ 1
2

is the midpoint of the interval [xi, xi+1].

6.1.5. Finite-dimensional problem. Our finite-dimensional non-linear problem reads,
find ξj ∈ R, for j = 1, . . . , |NΩ|, corresponding to the internal nodes of the trian-
gulation of Ω, such that∑

K∈Th

|K|
∑
x`∈K

w`

(
Q(x`, Uh(x`))∇Uh(x`) · ∇ϕj(x`)− f(x`)ϕj(x`)

)
= 0,(6.11)

for all j corresponding to internal nodes, where the values g(Nj) for Nj ∈ N∂Ω are
used in the definition of Uh according to the ansatz in (6.22). For presentational
purposes we consider the special case g ≡ 0, then our finite-dimensional problem
explicitly reads, find ξj for j = 1, . . . , |NΩ|, such that∑

K∈Th

|K|
∑
x`∈K

w`

(
(a−(x`) + (a+(x`)− a−(x`))(6.12)

βη(ξjϕj(x`)− ψ(x`,
x`
ε

))ξj∇ϕj(x`) · ∇ϕi(x`)− f(x`)ϕi(x`)
)

= 0

for all i = 1, . . . , |NΩ|, corresponding to interior nodes Ni. Note that the Einstein
summation convention is used in the expression above. This is a system of |NΩ|
equations in |NΩ| variables.

6.1.6. Newton-Raphson’s method. The obtained system is non-linear in ξj and we
use the Newton-Raphson’s method to solve it. We define F : ξ ∈ RN → RN , where
N is the number of unknowns ξj , by

Fi(ξ) =
∑
K∈Th

|K|
∑
x`∈K

w`

(
(a−(x`) + (a+(x`)− a−(x`))(6.13)

βη(ξjϕj(x`)− ψ(x`,
x`
ε

))ξj∇ϕj(x`) · ∇ϕi(x`)− f(x`)ϕi(x`)
)
,
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for i = 1, . . . , N . The corresponding Jacobian for the non-linear function F is given
by the expression

∂Fi
∂ξk

=
∑
K∈Th

|K|
∑
x`∈K

w`

{
a−(x`) + (a+(x`)− a−(x`))(

β′η(ξjϕj(x`)− ψ(x`,
x`
ε

))ϕk(x`)ξj∇ϕj(x`)(6.14)

+βη(ξjϕj(x`)− ψ(x`,
x`
ε

))∇ϕk(x`)
)
· ∇ϕi(x`)

}
.

Remark 6.3. The method formulated here does not presuppose higher regularity
of the obstacle ψ, which is used in the upcoming section where test-problems are
devised for obstacles ψ which do not posses a weak derivative.

We solve the equation F (ξ) = 0 by using the Newton-Raphson method, namely
we iterate

ξn+1 = ξn − J−1(ξn)f(ξn)(6.15)

using the Jacobian J = (∂Fi/∂ξk)1≤i,k≤N . For this to be possible in the current
setup we need the conductivity Q = Qη(x, r) to be sufficiently smooth in the r-
variable, which precisely corresponds to the fact of having the regularization βη of
the Heaviside step-function. This gives us yet another motivation for considering
the artificial problem when we have the regularized conductivity including βη.

Remark 6.4. Note that ∂Fi/∂ξk includes a term with a factor β′η(x), which is

a function with support [−η/2, η/2], this together with
∫
βη dx = 1 gives us that

β′η(0) ≈ 1/η, hence we see that this regularization introduces a term which in the
limit η → 0 has its support on the graph of the function ψ.

6.2. Convergence and evaluation of the FEM-solver. There are at least two
convergence issues at this point;

• first, whether ξn ∈ RN for n = 1, 2, . . . devised from the Newton-Raphsons
method converges to some ξ∞ ∈ RN as n → ∞, and indeed also, if the
system (6.12) in fact has some solution ξ∞, F (ξ∞) = 0, for all considered
parameter values ε, η, and h.
• secondly, if the function Uh,ε,η induced by a solution vector ξ∞ ∈ RN of

(6.12), approximates the true solution uε,η in some reasonable norm as the
FEM-discretization parameter h→ 0.

We do not give a rigorous proof of either of the convergence questions above for
the proposed method. We will instead perform an empirical investigation of the
proposed method for some test cases. In one dimension (n = 1), for the case η = 0
and for some special choices for the problem data f, g, and ψ, we will be able to
write down an explicit solution to the problem (Pε,η=0) and therefore have a true
solution to compare the numerical FEM solution Uh,ε,η to. That is we will study
the convergence of Uhk,εk,ηk for some sequences hk, εk, ηk, for instance hk, ηk → 0
such that ηk = Chk for some C ≈ 10 and εk being constant, as k → ∞ and show
empirically that the FEM method converges to the true solution.

6.3. Cost. As presented in the introduction, the associated cost for solving for
Uh,ε,η will be related to the size of the parameter ε. We will have to resolve the
domain Ω into elements K which have characteristic length ≤ ε in order to cap-
ture the fine scale properties of the solution uε,η. This means that the number of
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unknowns will grow as (1/ε)n, where n is the spatial dimension. Thus the cost of
solving such a problem will grow superlinearly for dimensions larger than 1, hence
be computationally expensive. If we only are interested in the homogenized be-
haviour of the solutions uε,η, i.e. uε=0,η we will be able to formulate a method
which does so and having an associated cost which is lower than that of the full
fine-scale solver introduced above.

6.4. Finite Element heterogeneous Mulitscale Method (FE-HMM). Rem-
edying the problem of having to resolve the full computational domain Ω with re-
spect to ε to capture the highly oscillatory nature of the coefficient Q induced by
the oscillating obstacle ψε, we will consider a method which will take advantage
of the fact that the problem (1.1) has scale separation, one being the macroscopic
scale diam Ω and the other is the scale ε, which is tied to the εY -periodicity of the
obstacle ψε.

We shall employ a decoupling of the two scales and setup a method for the
averaging part uε=0,η for the non-linear equation (1.1) by employing the idea of
freezing a coefficient and obtain a linear problem. The formulation of an HMM
for a linear uniformly elliptic problem with separated scales, which the upcoming
definition is based on, is suggested in [9, Chapter 8, Theorem 1]. We shall then
define the HMM to our non-linear problem as, if it exists, a fixed point for a certain
mapping KHMM of an (affine) FEM-space into itself.

6.4.1. Linear macroscopic and microscopic model. Consider the quasilinear uni-
formly elliptic equation

− div(Qη(x,
x

ε
, u)∇u) = f, in Ω,(6.16)

u = g, on ∂Ω,(6.17)

where Qη(x, y, r) is Y -periodic in the fast variable y. We freeze the argument u
(corresponding to the r-variable) in this equation and obtain a linear macroproblem.
Hence we consider for a fixed function v ∈ C(Ω) the linear uniformly and strictly
elliptic equation

−div(Qη(x,
x

ε
, v)∇u) = f, in Ω,(6.18)

u = g, on ∂Ω.(6.19)

We assume that the macroscopic model for the first term u0 in the multiple scale
expansion of uε is given by

−div(Qeff(x, v)∇u) = f, in Ω,(6.20)

u = g, on ∂Ω,(6.21)

for some effective conductivity Qeff.
We use the standard FEM method for this equation using the discretization

parameter H, triangulation TH = {KH} with elements KH , nodes {Ni} ⊂ Ω where
N∂Ω are the nodes on the boundary of Ω and NΩ are the nodes in the interior of
Ω, set of continuous piecewise linear functions VH vanishing on ∂Ω, and nodal basis
functions Φi. We make the ansatz of UHMM ∈ VH according to

UHMM =
∑

Nj∈N∂Ω

g(Nj)Φj +
∑

Nj∈NΩ

ξjΦj ,(6.22)
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where the boundary values are incorporated in strong form and ξj are the unknowns.
The number of unknowns we again define as N .

Just as in Section 6.1.3, setting g = 0 for presentational purposes, we choose the
relations (using the Einstein summation convention below)∫

Ω

Qeff(x, v)ξi∇Φi · ∇Φj dx =

∫
Ω

fΦj dx(6.23)

for all Φj nodal basis functions corressponding to the internal nodes Nj ∈ NΩ.
Using a numerical quadrature rule we obtain the linear system∑

K∈TH

|K|
∑
x`∈K

w`

(
Qeff(x`, v(x`))ξi∇Φi(x`) · ∇Φj(x`)− f(x`)Φj(x`)

)
= 0.(6.24)

The problem here is that Qeff is, we assume, not given in a form directly com-
putable. The key aspect is that we want to capture enough of the fine scale be-
haviour of the oscillatory problem and that this information can be used in the
construction of the solution UHMM on the macroscopic scale. We introduce

Iδ(x) = x+ [−δ/2, δ/2]n ⊂ Rn(6.25)

as a microcell with axes of length δ centered at the point x ∈ Ω.
We see that the desired entities needed in the formulation of the equation above

are Qeff(x`, v(x`))∇Φi(x`) · ∇Φj(x`), which we choose to compute as an average
according to, following [9, 10],

Qeff(x`, v(x`))∇Φi(x`) · ∇Φj(x`) :=
1

δn

∫
Iδ(x`)

Qη(x,
x

ε
, v)∇ϕεi · ∇ϕεj dx,(6.26)

where the elements ϕεj fulfill the homogenous version of problem (6.18) together with
an added constraint on the mean value of the gradient of the fine scale solutions
being equal to the gradient of the global basis function at the quadrature point x`,
i.e.

−div(Qη(x,
x

ε
, v)∇ϕεj) = 0, in Iδ(x`),(6.27)

MIδ(x`)(∇ϕ
ε
j) = ∇Φj(x`),(6.28)

where we define the mean value operator

MA(f) =
1

|A|

∫
A

f dx.(6.29)

In order to fulfill the second criteria we choose the boundary conditions

ϕεj(x) = ∇Φj(x`) · x, on ∂Iδ(x`).(6.30)

It is possible to make other choices of boundary values, as the choice of boundary
values for the microscopic problems influences the computed entities (6.26). To
reduce the influence of the boundary conditions chosen it is possible to compute
the average in (6.26) by doing it over a smaller cell Iδ′(x`) for some δ′ < δ, for
further discussion see [9].

We solve the linear microproblem (6.27) together with (6.30) by using a standard
FEM-method on the domain Iδ(x`). The discretization parameter related to the
solution of the microproblems will be denoted by h. The computation of the integral
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in (6.26) is done using numerical quadrature of sufficiently high order. The linear
system (6.24) is subsequently solved with the solution being denoted by

UHMM = UHMM,v,H,h,δ,ε,η.(6.31)

This procedure defines a mapping KHMM : H1(Ω)→ H1(Ω) given by

v 7→ KHMM(v) = UHMM,v,H,h,δ,ε,η.(6.32)

Remark 6.5. The notation UHMM,v,H,h,δ,ε,η indicates that the resulting function
depends on the following parameters: the frozen coefficient v, macroscopic dis-
cretization H, microscopic discretization h, microscopic cell size δ, fast-scale ε, and
regularization η.

Remark 6.6. We also note that as it stands UHMM,v,H,h,ε,η is a solution depending
on the quadrature scheme employed in (6.24) since this determines the locations
x` at which the local microscale simulations are performed. Furthermore, from a
computational point of view, the microscale problems needs to be approximated
numerically, hence introducing yet a discretization and quadrature dependence of
UHMM,v,H,h,ε,η.

Remark 6.7. The mapping v 7→ KHMM(v) will have a range which is a subset of
the affine space Ug + VH , where Ug =

∑
Nj∈N∂Ω

g(Nj)Φj . Restricting KHMM to

Ug+VH ⊂ H1(Ω), KHMM is a finite dimensional mapping RN → RN where N is the
number of internal nodes of the triangulation TH . We let the expression KHMM(ξ)
denote KHMM(Ug + ξiΦi), for some ξ ∈ RN , to emphasize the finite-dimensional
structure of the mapping.

6.5. Fixed point and fixed point iteration. Letting Ug =
∑
Nj∈N∂Ω

g(Nj)Φj
and assuming

v 7→ KHMM(v)(6.33)

has a fixed point of the form U = Ug + τ for some τ in the FEM-subspace VH ⊂
H1(Ω), we denote such a fixed point by

U∗HMM = U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η,(6.34)

occasionally suppressing the parameter dependence for presentational ease. Per
definition

U∗HMM = KHMM(U∗HMM),(6.35)

hence U∗HMM = U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η should be considered an approximation of the solu-
tion to

−div(Qeff(x, u)∇u) = f, in Ω,(6.36)

u = g, on ∂Ω,(6.37)

which is the desired outcome.
We implement a fixed point iteration using the mapping KHMM according to

U i+1
HMM = KHMM(U iHMM)(6.38)

where U0
HMM = U0 is a given function in the space Ug +VH , and let, if the iteration

converges, take that limit as our fixed point (6.34).
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Remark 6.8. In order for a limit point of the sequence {U iHMM}∞i=1 to be a fixed
point of KHMM some type of continuity of the mapping KHMM is needed in order
to be able to pass in the limit in (6.38). Such an analysis will be dependent on the
stability properties of the solution to (6.26) with respect to the coefficients, which
in turn depend on v. We do not pursue this analysis, instead we investigate the
empirical behaviour of the proposed method for some test cases.

6.6. Theoretical Error for FE-HMM for the linear equation. According to
the analysis for the FE-HMM method in [10] for a linear elliptic PDE in divergence
form we are guaranteed that if u0 is the solution to the homogenized problem
corresponding to (6.18) (where v is fixed) and u0 is smooth enough, then

||UHMM,v,H,h,δ,ε,η − u0||0 ≤ C(e(HMM) +Hk+1),(6.39)

for some C independent of ε, δ, and H, where k depends on the order of accuracy
of the finite element space chosen (in our implementation we assume that the finite
elements are linear, hence k = 1) as well as the numerical quadrature formula used
in (6.24) (which for our implementation in 1D is met by using the Gauss quadrature
with order 4). Furthermore, in the case of periodic homogenization, which applies
for the equation we are solving, the following bound holds

e(HMM) ≤

{
Cε, if Iδ(x`) = x` + εI,

C
( ε
δ

+ δ
)
, otherwise.

(6.40)

6.7. A FE-HMM solution for the non-linear equation. In [10] the authors
formulate an HMM solution for a divergence type quasilinear elliptic equation of
the form

−div(Q(x,
x

ε
, uε)∇uε) = f, in Ω,(6.41)

with homogenous Dirichlet data on ∂Ω with the assumption that Q(x, y, r) is
equicontinuous in the r-variable, uniformly with respect to x,y and ε, and Y -periodic
in y.

By assuming that the homogenized solution fulfills a similar divergence type
equation with an (effective) homogenized conductivity Qeff = Qeff(x, r) they define
UHMM, an element of the FEM-subspace VH , to be the solution to

∑
K∈TH

|K|
∑
x`∈K

ω`

(
Qeff(x`, UHMM(x`))∇UHMM(x`) · ∇V (x`)− f(x`)V (x`)

)
= 0

(6.42)

for all V ∈ VH , where for V,W ∈ VH they define

Qeff(x`,W )∇W (x`) · ∇V (x`) :=
1

δn

∫
Iδ(x`)

Q(x,
x

ε
, w)∇wε · ∇vε dx(6.43)

and wε is the solution of the non-linear microproblem

− div(Q(x,
x

ε
, wε)∇wε) = 0, in Iδ(x`),(6.44)

with the Dirichlet boundary condition that the microscale solution wε is equal to
the linear approximation of W at x`, denoted by W`, on the boundary of Iδ(x`),
i.e. wε = W` on ∂Iδ(x`). The function vε is defined similarly.

They show existence and local uniqueness of the UHMM solution as well as the
convergence of UHMM to the solution u0 of the homogenized problem, see Section
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1.3, under some regularity assumptions on u0. According to [10, Theorem 5.4 and
Theorem 5.5], in this case one has

||UHMM,ε − u0||1 ≤ C(e(HMM) +Hk)(6.45)

for small enough H, and if (
√
ε/δ + δ)| lnH| is sufficiently small then

e(HMM) ≤ C
(( ε

δ

) 1
2

+ δ
)

(6.46)

where it is assumed that the limiting solution is regular enough, u0 ∈ W 2,p(Ω) ∩
W k+1,∞(Ω) (for some p > n) is the homogenized solution to problem (6.16). How-
ever, in a more recent paper, see [1, Theorem 3.7], a new version of this estimate
is formulated which improves the order of convergence of the HMM-error in the
ε/δ-term from 1/2 to 1. This gives us reasons to hope for the U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η to

show linear convergence in ε/δ, at least in the parameter regime where the total
error is dominated by the ε/δ-term.

Remark 6.9. In [1] the same problem as above is studied with the same type of
regularity and periodicity assumptions on the conductivity. The authors define an
equivalent of the non-linear map KHMM used in this paper, also using the idea of
freezing a coefficient, but taking it one step further, in the sense that they in the
microproblem (6.27) and averaging (6.26) replace the function v by the constant
value v(x`). They discuss the existence of their UHMM solution, basing it on the
Brouwer fixed point theorem as used in [7]. Furthermore, in [1], they formulate
and prove convergence of a Newton method for finding a fixed point for the map
equivalent to KHMM under regularity and ellipticity assumptions on the theoretical
homogenized operator Qeff as well as a C2-assumption of the mapping

R 3 r 7→ Q(·, ·
ε
, r) ∈ (W 1,∞(Ω))n(6.47)

such that

||∂krQ(·, ·
ε
, r)|r=s||W 1,∞(Ω) ≤ Cε−1(6.48)

for some C independent of s and ε and k ≤ 2. In our case Q = Qη and the k’th
derivative with respect to r will be associated with the factor η−k coming from the
derivative of βη. It is not clear a priori how the bounds above behave as η → 0,
partly owing to the fact that the derivatives of βη have compact support equal to
[−β/2, β/2].

7. One-dimensional Test Problems and Numerical Experiments

In order to test the solver developed in Section 6.1, we solve the problem (1.1)
in one spatial dimension, for η = 0, f ≡ 0, and a± being positive constants,
choosing different obstacles ψ. Since the numerical method is designed for η > 0
we implement a strategy of coupling the parameter η to the spatial discretization
parameter h according to

η = Ch(7.1)

where we take C = 10 in the following examples. Performing a convergence study
as h→ 0 we ensure by the coupling condition above that η → 0, and test whether
the sequence of FEM-solutions Uh,η=Ch converges to uη=0 as h→ 0.
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Remark 7.1. In the upcoming experiments we let ψ = ψ(x) and suppress the
local-periodicity assumption, this in order to first verify that the considered solver
handles the non-oscillatory problems in a satisfactory way.

7.1. The horizontal case ψ ≡ 0. We shall derive an explicit formula for the
solution to a one-dimensional test-problem. Let Ω = (−1, 1) ⊂ R, let a± be two
positive constants and set the boundary values of the problem according to

u(−1) = uL < 0 and u(1) = uR > 0(7.2)

and finally letting the jump of conductivity happen at ψ ≡ 0 in all of Ω. The
boundary values have been chosen such that uLuR < 0 in order to guarantee that
we encounter the problem of a jumping conductivity.

We show that there is a point xp ∈ (−1, 1) such that the problem (P ) ad-
mits a weak solution which is continuous and piecewise linear, so an element of
W 1,2
g (−1, 1), of the form

u(x) =

{
kO(x− xp), x < xp,

kU (x− xp), x ≥ xp,
(7.3)

with weak derivative

u′(x) =

{
kO, x < xp,

kU , x ≥ xp.
(7.4)

Using a test function v ∈ C∞0 (−1, 1) symmetric around xp with support in (xp −
δ, xp + δ), and v(xp) > 0 we obtain from the definition of a weak solution that

0 =

∫ xp+δ

xp−δ
(a− + (a+ − a−)H(u(x)))u′(x)v′(x) dx =

(7.5)

a−kO

∫ xp

xp−δ
v′(x) dx+ a+kU

∫ xp+δ

xp

v′(x) dx = v(xp)(a−kO − a+kU ),(7.6)

hence

kO/kU = a+/a− := 1/β,(7.7)

which gives the ratio the slopes at the point xp in terms of the ratio of the conduc-
tivities a±. Together with the boundary conditions that u(−1) = −kO(1+xp) = uL
and u(1) = kU (1 − xp) = uR we see that (1 + xp)/(1 − xp) = −βuL/uR =: γ > 0.
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Hence xp = (γ − 1)/(1 + γ). So in summary

β :=
a−
a+

> 0,(7.8)

γ := −a−uL
a+uR

> 0,(7.9)

xp =
γ − 1

1 + γ
=
a−uL + a+uR
a−uL − a+uR

,(7.10)

1− xp = 1− γ − 1

1 + γ
=

2

1 + γ
< 2,(7.11)

1 + xp = 1 +
γ − 1

1 + γ
=

2γ

1 + γ
=

2

1/γ + 1
< 2,(7.12)

kO =
−uL

1 + xp
=
−(1 + γ)uL

2γ
=

(1− a−uL
a+uR

)uL

2
a−uL
a+uR

=
a+uR − a−uL

2a−
,(7.13)

kU =
uR

1− xp
=

(1 + γ)uR
2

=
a+uR − a−uL

2a+
.(7.14)

We are indeed guaranteed that the free boundary point xp lies in (−1, 1), by the
inequalities above. This indeed shows that problem (1.1) in fact admits a solution of
the form introduced. The current choice of ψ ≡ 0 can be considered to only handle
a pure horizontal version of the problem, the same problem which is handled in
[14].

In Figure 1 the analytical solution computed above is shown as the reference in
red, the obstacle is the x-axis, the shaded region (in yellow) is the so called mushy
region has thickness equal to η, on top of the shaded region the conductivity is
constant and equal to 2 and below the mushy region the conductivity is 1. The
numerical solver for the non-linear equation, implemented in Section 6.1, yields the
solution Uh which is shown in the figure in blue circles. The different subfigures
correspond to decreasing the discretization parameter h in the FEM method. In
order for Uh to approximate the true solution corresponding to η = 0 we make the
choice η = 10h, hence the size of the mushy region decreases as h→ 0.

In Figure 2 different errors of the approximation Uh to the analytical solution is
shown. In the lower right corner the pointwise errors

en(xi) = |Uh(xi)− u(xi)|(7.15)

are plotted. In the three other graphs the aggregated errors

en,∞ = max
i
|en(xi)|,(7.16)

en,1 =
∑
i

h|en(xi), |(7.17)

en,2 =

√∑
i

h|en(xi)|2,(7.18)

are plotted against the different values of the discretization parameter h = hj ,
labeled by the index j, together with a model for the error of the form

ej = Chpj ,(7.19)
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where the order of convergence p is read of in the loglog-plot as the slope of the
graph. We observe that the order of convergence for the different errors (∞, 2, 1)
in this case are (1, 1.5, 2). The pointwise errors show that the largest errors occur
close to the free boundary point xp, the decrese in these errors at this point limits
the rate of convergence for the ∞-error, which we have seen is linear.

Supposing that the number of points at which the error goes as c1h is constant
c and for the rest of the N − c points the error is proportional to c2h

2 (where
Nh = µ(−1, 1) = 2), then

en,2 =

√∑
i

h|en(xi)|2 =
√
hc21h

2c+ hc22h
4(N − c) ∝ h3/2(7.20)

en,1 =
∑
i

h|en(xi)| = hc1hc+ hc2h
2(N − c) ∝ h2(7.21)

for small h, which would fit the empirical data.
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Figure 1. Shows the analytical solution (red dotted line) and numerical Uh,ε,η
(blue circles) solution (as defined in Section 6.1) to the problem when η = 0 and
ψ ≡ 0 and f ≡ 0. See Section 7.1. The shaded yellow area in the middle corresponds
to the mushy region in which the conductivity varies from a− = 1 to a+ = 2 in a
smooth fashion. The two different subfigures correspond to decreasing the value of
the discretization parameter h. For the numerical solver we set η = 10h in order
to capture the analytical solution in the limit h → 0. In the Newton iterations of
the computation of Uh,ε,η we observe the typical second order convergence. From
the figure we also observe convergence of the numerical solution to the analytical
solution as h → 0. We also observe the free boundary point xp which emerges in
the case η → 0 at which the solutions experiences a jump in their spatial derivative.

7.2. Horizontal and vertical case. We now consider a version of the problem
(1.1) which incorporates a jump in both the horizontal and vertical direction, letting
η = 0, and f ≡ 0. We let the jump of conductivity occur at ψ(x) = −∞ for x < 0
and at γ for x ≥ 0. The case where γ > uR is equivalent to the case of a layered
material.
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Figure 2. Shows the different errors of the numerical solution Uh,ε,η for the prob-
lem visualized in Figure 1, compared to the analytical solution and their dependence
on the discretization parameter h, where we have η = 10h. The order of conver-
gence for the different error norms (∞, 2, 1) in this case are (1, 3/2, 2) respectively,
with respect to h. In the bottom right corner the poinwise errors of the approxi-
mation compared to the true solution is shown, the different colors corresponding
to different parameter values of h and η.

Let u(−1) = uL and u(1) = uR where uL < uR and assume that γ ∈ ((uR +
uL)/2, uR). Then assuming the form of u to be, for some xp ∈ (0, 1) and where
β = a−/a+,

u(x) =


βkU (x+ 1) + uL, x < 0,

kU (x+ a), 0 < x < xp < 1,

βkU (x− 1) + uR, xp < x,

(7.22)

we are guaranteed that the jump conditions and boundary values are correct. The
unknowns in this expression are xp, a, and kU . The last conditions to apply is
continuity of the solution together with the height of the obstacle, we obtain the
non-linear system

kUa = kUβ + uL,(7.23)

kU (xp + a) = γ,(7.24)

βkU (xp − 1) + uR = γ,(7.25)
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which has the solution

a = −β(uL − γ + uR + βγ)

(1− β)γ − uR + βuL
,(7.26)

kU = −γ − uR − βγ + βuL
β(1 + β)

,(7.27)

xp =
β(uL − 2γ + uR)

(1− β)γ − uR + βuL
.(7.28)

The numerical results are shown in Figure 3 and the corresponding errors in
Figure 4. We observe the two free boundary points which emerges in the case
η → 0 at which the solutions experiences a jump in their spatial derivative. For
each passing of the obstacle ψ the derivative of the solution is multiplied by β
or 1/β depending on if we pass the obstacle from above or below. We observe
that the numerical solution converges to the analytical solution, and the orders of
convergence for the errors are the same as in the case for the example in Section 7.1,
namely (1, 3/2, 2) for the errors (∞, 2, 1) respectively. We observe that the largest
errors occur at the free boundary points of the problem.
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Figure 3. Shows the analytical solution (red diamonds) and numerical Uh (blue
circles) solution (as defined in Section 6.1) to the problem when η = 0 and ψ being
= −∞ for x < 0 and = γ = 3/2 for x > 0, and f ≡ 0. See Section 7.2. The
shaded yellow area in the middle corresponds to the mushy region in which the
conductivity varies from a− = 1 to a+ = 2 in a smooth fashion. The different
subfigures correspond to decreasing the value of the discretization parameter h. For
the numerical solver we set η = 10h in order to capture the analytical solution in
the limit h→ 0. We observe convergence of the numerical solution to the analytical
solution as h→ 0. We also observe the two free boundary points which emerges in
the case η → 0 at which the solutions experiences a jump in their spatial derivative.
For each passing of the obstacle ψ the derivative of the solution is multiplied by β
or 1/β.
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Figure 4. Shows the different errors of the numerical solution Uh compared to
the analytical solution, see Figure 3, and their dependence on the discretization
parameter h. The order of convergence for the different errors (∞, 2, 1) in this case
are (1, 1.5, 2), the same as in Figure 2. The subplot in the south east corner shows
the point wise errors between the numerical solution and the analytical solution,
the different colors represents different numerical solutions for different values of h.
We observe that the largest errors occur at the free boundary points of the problem.

7.3. Quadratic obstacle. Consider the problem when η = 0 and f ≡ 0 and the
obstacle is ψ(x) = c − x2 on the interval Ω = (−1, 1) and assume the constant
c > 1. We set u(−1) = 0 and u(1) = uR. With this setup the solution must pass
through the obstacle as long as ψ(1) = c− 1 < uR. We show that the principle of
the solution consisting of two harmonic parts joined at one point on the obstacle is
no longer true.

The solution cannot consist of two linear pieces. Assume on the contrary that
xp ∈ (−1, 1) is the place where u passes ψ. By the breaking condition of the
derivative where u passes ψ it follows that, β = a−/a+ a constant,

β
ψ(xp)

xp + 1
=
uR − ψ(xp)

1− xp
.(7.29)

which reduces to a third order equation. Letting c = 11/10, β = 1/4, uR = 2 the
equation reads

6x3
p + 10x2

p + 94xp + 5 = 0.(7.30)

which only has one real root xp ≈ −1.06 which does not lie in (−1, 1), a contradic-
tion.
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Supposing that the set {u = ψ} can have full Lebesgue-measure, we make
the ansatz of the function to be linear in (−1, x1

p), equal to ψ(x) = 1.1 − x2 in
(xp1 , xp2) and linear in (xp2 , 1). We impose the slope condition for the two linear
parts according to

β
ψ(xp1)

xp1
+ 1

=
uR − ψ(xp2)

1− xp2

.(7.31)

and also introduce the condition

ψ′(xp2) =
uR − ψ(xp2

)

1− xp2

,(7.32)

which states that the solution leaves the obstacle in a tangential fashion. Solving
this system numerically we get one feasible solution for the values of (xp1

, xp2
).

The results of the analytical and numerical computations are shown in Figure 5
where Uh,ε,η are shown for ε constant and h → 0 with η = 10h. In this case the
order of convergence of Uh,η to the analytical solution uη=0 is linear in terms of the
discretization parameter h.

We note that the numerical solution converges to the analytical solution derived
above. This gives us empirical proof that the imposed conditions, the slope condi-
tion and leaving tangentially, are well adapted in analyzing the limiting behaviour
for the numerical solutions. However, we do see in Figure 5 that the free boundary
conditions, i.e. conditions for the solution at ∂{u = ψ}, at the points xp1

and xp2

are different, tangential touch only occurring at xp2
.

7.4. Homogenization using the non-linear FEM solver. The examples in
Section 7.1,7.2, and 7.3 gives us empirical proof that the non-linear solver behaves
satisfactory in terms of convergence to the analytical solution when ε is taken to
be constant. In this section we present some numerical results relating to the
capabilities of the non-linear FEM-solver to handle the case ε→ 0. We shall in the
upcoming sections use this solver in order to create a reference solution in order to
evaluate the FE-HMM method.

7.4.1. Square obstacle. In Figure 6 we define ψ(x, y) = ψ(y) to be 2-periodic and
equal to 0 in (−1, 0) and equal to the constant γ = 3/2 in (0, 1). The numerical
experiments indicates in this case that the homogenized problem have a similar form
as the oscillating problems, with the difference that in principle the homogenized
problem have three regions where the conductivity switches with respect to u,
namely {u < 0} (below), {0 < u < γ} (middle, oscillatory), and {γ < u} (above).
In the middle regions it is clear that function u experiences the oscillatory nature
of the problem.

For the linear equation in one variable −div(a(x/ε)∇uε) = f , for x ∈ Ω ⊂ R,
where a is `1-periodic, it is well known that the corresponding homogenized problem
is given by

−div

(
1

M[0,`1]

(
1
a

)∇u0

)
= f,(7.33)

where M[0,`1](a) is the average of the function a over [0, `1], see [5, Theorem 5.5].
We hypothesize that in this special case where the profile of the obstacle is a square
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Figure 5. Shows the analytical solution (red dotted line) and numerical Uh,η=10h

(blue circles) solution (as defined in Section 6.1) to the problem when η = 0 and
ψ(x) = 1.1− x2 and f ≡ 0. See Section 7.2. The shaded yellow area in the middle
corresponds to the mushy region in which the conductivity varies from a− = 1 to
a+ = 4 in a smooth fashion. The different subfigures correspond to decreasing the
value of the discretization parameter h. For the numerical solver we set η = 10h in
order to capture the analytical solution in the limit h→ 0. We observe convergence
of the numerical solution to the analytical solution as h→ 0. In this case the order
of convergence to the analytical solution is linear. We see that for all approximate
solutions Uh,η=10h does not pass through to the region below the obstacle, but
instead stays within the mushy region. We also observe that the coincidence set
{u = ψ} has full measure, which is captured accurately by the numerical solver.

wave, the homogenized coefficient in the middle region is given by the formula in
(7.33), which in this explicit case works out to be

1

M[0,`1]

(
1
a

) =
2

a−1
− + a−1

+

=
2a−a+

a+ + a−
=

8

5
(7.34)
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In Figure 6 a reference homogenized solution is shown as the dotted red line
which solves a broken harmonic problem with a+ = 4 and a− = 8/5 and breaking
at u = γ = 3/2. The numerical experiments show convergence of the numerical
solutions to the specific homogenized solution, the convergence to the conjectured
homogenized solution is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Oscillating obstacle with η = 5h. The oscillations ε are taken to be
on the order of 32h. The limiting behaviour of the solutions suggests that the
limiting function should solve a homogenized equation of broken harmonic type
with a corresponding horizontal obstacle. We compare the solutions Uh,ε,η to the
solution of a homogenized broken harmonic problem with effective conductivity
computed from the behaviour of Qη=0 on the periodic cell Y . We observe linear
convergence in all of the errors when compared to the solution to the homogenized
problem, see Figure 7.

7.4.2. Locally periodic obstacle. In Figure 8 we define

ψ(x, y) = (1 + sin(4.1x))w(y)(7.35)
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Figure 7. Errors for increasing oscillations of Uh,ε,η, see Figure 6 for the corre-
sponding problem parameters. The parameter εj is given on the x-axis above. The
errors are computed with respect to the solution to the (conjectured) homogenized
solution. We observe linear convergence in all errors with respect to ε and see that
the pointwise errors (the graph in the bottom right, where the different colors cor-
respond to different parameter values of ε, η, and h) are large in the region where
the solution Uh,ε,η passes through the oscillatory obstacle.

where y is the fast variable. The function w(y) is the 2-periodic function equal to
0 in (−1, 0) and equal to 1 in (1, 0). In the same figure a solution to a homogenized
problem is shown where the obstacle is ψ(x) = 1 + sin(4.1x) where the parameters
of the homogenized solution are computed in the same way as for the case described
above. We again observe convergence to the conjectured homogenized solution, see
Figure 9.

7.4.3. Wedge case and structural loss. Finally, in Figure 10 we define ψ = ψ(y) to
be the piecewise linear function interpolating the points (−1, 0), (0, γ), and (1, 0),
for some γ > 0 and then extend to a 2-periodic function. We note here that that
the limiting solution does not seem to solve an equation of the type (1.1) & (1.3). It
is clear as u passes the oscillatory region the behaviour of the conductivity changes
with height of the function, interpolating from the value a− at the bottom of the
obstacle to a+ at the top.

We conjecture that the limiting equation solves a problem of the form

−div(Q(u)∇u) = f

where

Q(u) = a−χ{u<0} + d(u)χ{0<u<1} + a+χ{1<u}(7.36)
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Figure 8. Oscillating obstacle, ψ, locally periodic with η = 5h and the periodicity
is induced by a window function on the unit cell Y . The solutions are compared
to a solution for a solution to a homogenized problem with homogenized conduc-
tivity computed in the same way as that for the periodic case (which resulted in a
horizontal limiting problem).

where d(u) is given by

d(u) =
2

(2− u)a−1
− + ua−1

+

,(7.37)

coming from the formula in equation (7.33) adapted to each level set of u. In Figure
11 the corresponding errors are shown, in this case compared to the solution on the
finest scale.

Remark 7.2. Then convergence shown in Figure 10 shows that the structure of the
equation (1.1) & (1.3) is not preserved in the homogenization limit ε→ 0, pointing
us in the direction of considering a more general class of equations. The same type
three-part behaviour described in equation (7.36) is also present in the cases shown
in Figure 6 and Figure 8, but with the difference that d(u) is independent of u in
the latter cases.
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Figure 9. Shows the errors of the solutions Uh,ε,η for the problem in Figure 8.
The errors are computed with respect to the solution to a homogenized problem.
We observe that the order of convergence in the different norms is linear.

7.5. Numerical experiments for FE-HMM. We now consider the numerical
results for the FE-HMM solver, for the same test cases discussed in Section 7.4.

7.5.1. Square obstacle. We choose the parameters such that N, δ are kept fixed as
h, ε and η are decreased, for the same problem parameters as shown in Figure 6.
The results are shown in Figure 12 and corresponding errors in Figure 13.

We observe that as h, ε, and η are decreased that the FE-HMM solution converges
to the reference solution, which is computed using the full non-linear solver. In
the error plot the L2-errors are shown, which agree well with the theory, namely
diminishing as ε/δ as long as this part of the error is dominant. The flattening in the
error plot corresponds to the error due to the coarse discretization, parameterized
by H.

The fixed point iteration for finding U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η only requires a couple of steps
in order to converge within the given tolerance.

7.5.2. Locally periodic. We use the same problem setup as in Figure 8. The results
are shown in Figure 14 and the corresponding errors in Figure 15. We again observe
convergence to the reference solution as h, ε, and η tend to 0. The same type of
behaviour as in the previous case is observed, both in terms of convergence in the
fixed point iteration, and for the convergence of the FE-HMM solution to the fine
reference solution.

7.5.3. Wedge case. We use the same problem setup as in Figure 10. The results
are shown in Figure 16 and corresponding errors in Figure 17.

Again, convergence of the method to the limiting solution is shown. This is
despite the fact that the macroscopic part of the solution does not solve an equation
of the type we have studied in this paper. The FE-HMM solver does in this case
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Figure 10. The same setup as the one shown in Figure 6, but in this case we have
that the periodicity in ψ is induced by a wedge. The numerical solutions Uh,ε,η
are shown for a decreasing sequence of h, ε, and η. We observe that the limiting
solution no longer resembles a broken harmonic function in the sense that it solves
a problem with a horizontal obstacle with constant conductivity below and above.
We conjecture that the limiting solution in the homogenization process no longer
solves an equation of the type (1.1) & (1.3).

only assume that the macroscopic has the structure given by 1.1. We note in this
case that the fixed point iteration for finding U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η is slower, requiring
more steps to converge. This is due to the choice of obstacle which induces, in the
homogenization limit ε → 0, a variable conductivity which is u-dependent in the
region [−1, 1]× [0, 1.5].
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Figure 11. Shows the convergence of the functions Uh,ε,η for the problem in Figure
10. In this case the convergence is taken to the solution computed on the finest
scale.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Shows the FE-HMM solution U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η on a coarse macro grid
with N = 6 for a couple of choices of the parameters: N, δ are kept fixed as h
and ε are decreased. In the right figure we see that the FE-HMM solution is a
good approximation of the averaging part of the oscillatory reference solution. The
fixed point iteration for U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η halts after one or two steps when the fixed
point iteration is started with the solution for the previous set of parameter values
h and ε. The errors are compared to the FEM solution Uh′,ε′,δ′ with parameters
h′ = 4.8828e− 04, ε′ = 1/27, and η′ = 5h′. The corresponding errors are shown in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Shows the corresponding errors of Figure 12 when the FE-HMM so-
lutions U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η are compared to a reference solution Uh′,ε′,δ′ which resolves
the entire domain. It is clear that the error behaves at most linearly for one region
of the parameter space of ε, and then the error no longer diminishes with decreas-
ing ε, since the error is dominated by parameters. This is in agreement with the
theoretical discussion, cf. (6.40) and (6.45).

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Shows the FE-HMM solution U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η on a coarse macro grid
with N = 6 for a couple of choices of the parameters: N, δ are kept fixed as h and
ε are decreased. This is compared to the FEM solution Uh′,ε′,δ′ with parameters
h′ = 4.8828e− 04, ε′ = 1/27, and η′ = 5h′. The corresponding errors are shown in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Shows the corresponding errors of Figure 14 when the FE-HMM so-
lutions U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η are compared to a reference solution Uh′,ε′,δ′ which resolves
the entire domain. It is clear that the error behaves at most linearly in the region
of large values of ε, and after passing a critical value the remaining error is due to
the effects of the large scale discretization H as well as micro cell size δ, which both
are kept constant in the computation above. This is again in agreement with the
theoretical discussion, cf. equations (6.40) and (6.45).
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(a) (b)

Figure 16. Shows the FE-HMM solution U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η on a coarse macro grid
with N = 9 for a couple of choices of the parameters: N, δ are kept fixed as h and
ε are decreased. In this case the oscillations in the obstacle ψε are induced by the
wedge form, cf. Figure 10. This is compared to the FEM solution Uh′,ε′,δ′ with
parameters h′ = 4.8828e − 04, ε′ = 1/27, and η′ = 5h′. The corresponding errors
are shown in Figure 17. We note that in the right graph the FE-HMM solution is
able to describe the averaging behaviour of the oscillatory FEM solution without
having to resolve the entire domain in cells with size less than the microscopic scale
ε.
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Figure 17. Shows the corresponding errors of Figure 16 when the FE-HMM so-
lutions U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η are compared to a reference solution Uh′,ε′,δ′ which resolves
the entire domain. In this case the fixed point iterations for the computation of
U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η did not converge at the same speed as compared to the case vi-
sualized in Figure 12. The reason for this being the structure of the function
ψ = ψ(x, y) = w(y) where w(y) is the 2-periodic function that interpolates the
points (−1, 0), (0, 1.5), and (1, 0). As is seen in Figure 16 the choice of the obsta-
cle induces, in the homogenization limit ε → 0, a variable conductivity which is
u-dependent in the region [−1, 1]× [0, 1.5], which we empirically have found makes
the fixed point iteration converge at a slower rate.
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8. Conclusion and summary

We refer back to the questions posed in Section 3,

• Are there weak solutions uε,η to the (Pε,η)-problem for ε, η > 0? We have
proved the existence of weak solutions under certain regularity assumptions
on the problem data Ω, f , g, and ψ in any dimension n ≥ 1.
• What are the limiting properties of uε,η as the regularization parameter
η → 0? Does such a candidate limit function uε,η=0 solve the problem
(Pε,η=0) where β0 is the Heaviside step function? We have proved the
existence of a limiting function uε,η=0 of solutions uε,η as η → 0, but where
the limiting solution does not solve the problem (Pε,η=0), but instead is
characterized as a solution to the equation (5.3). The limiting equation
not being of the same kind as the one for problem (Pε,η). An extra term
quantified by the function αε ∈ L∞(Ω) emerges as the weak-∗ limit of the
functions βη(uε,η − ψε) as η → 0.
• How do we numerically approximate uε,η as ε, η → 0? We have adopted

a standard non-linear FEM with discretization parameter u to produce nu-
merical solutions Uh,ε,η using the Newton-Raphson method. The coupling
η = Ch guarantees that in the limit the mushy region vanishes.
• How do we numerically approximate the global behaviour of uε,η for ε → 0

without having to resolve the computational domain Ω on the micro-scale
order ε? A FE-HMM method with coarse grain parameter H yielding the
function U∗HMM,H,h,δ,ε,η is developed using a fixed point method for a non-
linear map between affine FEM-spaces. The regularization connected with
the parameter η is imposed when solving the linear micro-problems on scale
ε which is resolved by the fine scale discretization parameter h.
• What is the empirical behaviour of solutions uε,η as ε, η → 0 for different

obstacles ψε? We have empirical data, for problems posed in R1, on that
different profiles of the obstacle ψε may induce a homogenized limiting
equation as ε→ 0 which does not have the same structural form as that for
problem (Pε,η).
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